Getting the HANG of making an arch!
1. Make sure there is either hidden or exposed metal (with iron) above the area chosen for
the arch.
2. Inflate the foil balloons SLOWLY so that the valves are not stressed and will hold the air.
Apply tape over the hole of the inflated foil when hiding the tail. (Suggest the FoilFlator/deflator for long lasting, air-filled foil balloon designs.)
3. Extend the MagPole to the metal…visualize and count the distance from the metal to the
top of the centre foil. Note: the distance between holes is THREE loops of LoopLine.
4. Attach HangTabs (2) to each of the top lobes of the centre heart foil.
5. Cut two lengths of LoopLine, the length determined in step #3. Loop first onto the
ClikMagnet and then loop the other end onto the HangTabs. (LoopLine Light becomes
almost invisible.)
6. Using the Dual MagMover, lift, and, ClikMagnets to the metal.
7. The best part is next!
8. For the foils on either side of the centre foil….guess the number of loops LOWER the
foils should hang. Cut four lengths of LoopLine – repeat steps #4, #5 & #6 – making sure
both foils are positioned exactly the same distance from the centre foil.
9. Repeat for the next outer foils…etc.
Note: Using two lines from each heart foil will stop them from rotating…and helps to keep the
embellishments looking their best.
Note: Using the LoopLine, (no knots to tie) means faster work and SYMMETRY!
After the event, take the foils down, store in large plastic bags hung by ClikMagnets from metal
rafters – or deflate using the Foil-Flator/deflator.
With LoopLine, it’s easy to make foil balloon chains!
1. Loop Loopline into the HangTab on the top of the foil balloon.
2. Feed tail through top loop and tape the tail to back of the foil (covering hole and hiding
the tail).
3. For Foil Balloon Chain Arches – Use LoopLine to hang chains level or symmetrical –
perfectly and easily EVERY TIME.
Note: Dance Floor Canopies can be made using the techniques above.

